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The cloud chamber is a very useful device for study

ing ionizing particles.

The paths of alpha and beta particles

and cosmic rays which pass through the vapor-saturated gas in
the chamber cause visible fog tracks.
When the chamber is
suitably expanded vapor condenses on the streams of ions left
in the wake of the particle or ray.
The presence of gamma ra
diation and neutrons is shown indirectly by tracks of the mole

cules of the gases in the air with which the former have col
lided. When a cloud chamber is placed in a magnetic field, the
resulting deflections of charged particles provide data for the
determination of such Interrelated characteristics as momentum,

mass and/or velocity, energy, and charge of the particle.

With

out the aid of a magnetic field, cloud chambers may be used to
study the intensity, range, and ionizing ability of radioactive
and cosmic radiation.

The various chambers that have been developed have

nearly all made use of the fact that condensation may be caused
by expanding a saturated gas. The expansions may be produced
by means of pistons, diaphragms, or bellows. Both transverse
and radial expansions have been used with success.

Expansion ratios which produce the supersaturations
necessary for condensation of the vapor upon ions as nuclei
have been fairly well established and are larger for water va

por alone than for mixtures of water and alcohol. The nature
of the gas used in the chamber may have a noticeable effect
upon the ratio required to condense the vapor.
The cloud chamber constructed consists of sylphons

so connected that one expands while the other contracts.

The

sylphon which is used as the expanding portion of the cloud
chamber is compressed when the other is expanded by means of

-2-

compressed air. To produce an expansion in the chamber, the
air which expands the second sylphon is suddenly released by
means of a solenoid valve. A compressed spring between the
sylphons provides the force which makes rapid expansion possi
ble. To stop the motion suddenly, a nut on the sylphon connect
ing-rod strikes a heavy lead block. The range of expansions
is adequate for a specific mixture of alcohol, water, and ace
tone.

Electrical control of expansion permits automatic
operation of the chamber by a coincidence Geiger counter. This
is useful in cosmic ray studies.

When the chamber is used with

radioactive material it is operated manually by a push button.
Photographs of cloud tracks may be obtained auto

matically by means of a self-loading camera and a speed-flash
unit controlled by a relay operated by the coincidence counter.
Actual photographs of cosmic ray and alpha particle tracks ob
tained with the apparatus are included in the thesis.
The thesis also includes a theoretical discussion of

cloud droplet formation, a description of the apparatus and
directions for its operation.
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CONSTRUCTION AND TEST OF A CLOUD CHAMBER
FOR USE TJITH A GEIGER COUNTER

INTRODUCTION

The study of particles has become one of the two chief fields
of investigation in physics.

Of the numerous instruments that

have been developed, the cloud chamber has proved to be one of the
important tools for investigating the properties of particles.
The Wilson cloud chamber provides means for observing visible
tracks left by moving charged particles.
The present thesis was undertaken in order to modernize a
chamber brd.lt in this laboratory about twelve years ago.

It was

desired to make its operation automatic so that it might be more

useful, not only in the undergraduate laboratories, but also
adapted to minor research.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The sequence of studies that culminated in the production of
the cloud chamber by C. T. R. Wilson may be summarized as follows:

1.

Effect of surface tension (8, p.286-290); (11, p.152-178)

2.

Role of condensation nuclei (4, P«225)

3.

Ions as nuclei (Ay p»226)

4. Ion production by x-rays, and expansion ratios for

condensation on ions (13, p.451)

5.

Practical cloud chamber for ion-track observation (4, p.226)
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The discoveries of x-rays and radium, about the turn of the
century, had initiated what is now known as modern physics,
Rutherford and Soddy had unfolded much about the nature of
radioactivity without the instruments which have since then become

commonplace.

Wilson*8 development of the cloud chamber (1911-12)

was of paramount importance as it permitted actual observation of
the paths of charged particles.

Rutherford once described the

cloud chamber as being at that time "the most original and wonderful
instrument in scientific history" (4, p.225).

Briefly, the cloud chamber is a device for adiabatically

expanding an enclosed volume of supersaturated air illuminating
this volume and observing it either visually or photographically.
If small particles bearing charges are present, and if a suitable
expansion ratio has been chosen, drops of water will form and

constitute a cloud.

The charged particles were originally assumed

to be mere dust particles but are now recognized as "condensation

nuclei" and may be salt particles in air coming from the ocean,
or sulphur containing particles from a paper mill using the sulphite
process, or what is more pertinent here, the remnants of molecules

shattered by the passage of one of the high speed particles (electron,

proton, deuteron, et cetera) in which modern physics is especially
interested.

Since such a particle will produce a sequence of charged

ions along its path, the drops that condense on these ions will
become visible under proper illumination and thus permit study of
happenings in this sub-microscopic world.
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In the original apparatus, the expansion was produced by a

piston which formed the bottom of the chamber.

The piston was

caused to move downward suddenly by the rush of the air beneath it
into an evacuated vessel.

The chamber had a glass window above the piston and contained

air at atmospheric pressure.

This air was satttrated with water,

evaporating from a moist gelatin film that covered the face of the
piston.

After first setting up the chamber for operation, a dense fog
was found to occur after each expansion.

The larger dust and other

particles in the air were removed by successive expansions at
suitable intervals that permitted the clouds to settle,

A condition

was soon reached in which no fog formed, unless the ratio of final
to initial volume was 1.25, or more.

There was also a definite

cloud for an expansion ratio of 1.31 and again for 1.38.

However,

expansion ratios larger than 1.38 produced a uniform fog for any

ratio, the number of drops in the cloud increasing as the ratio was
made larger.

The particles or "tracks" of high speed particles

could be observed for expansions between 1.25 and 1.38.

Successive

expansions produced more and more fog until individual tracks could
no longer be distinguished.

This led to the removal of ions after

each expansion by means of an electrostatic clearing field.
The type of chamber Wilson first developed is diagramed in
Figure 1 (4, p.240).
For about twenty years the only changes in Wilson's cloud
chamber were due to refining details.

The chamber had several

•rnn
Figure l.

Wilson's original cloud chamber.

,45= expansion chamber, cylindrical in shape and completely closed

B = movable base which slides inside cylinder E and serves as piston.

t = rubber sheet resting on a brass disk G to arrest downward
motion of B,

D= highly evacuated vessel which may be put in communication
W

space below B by opening the valve-C,

WW =wooden blocks reducing the air space within the chamber.

I -stopcock on opening which space below B is connected with the
atmosphere and the piston brought back to the original
position,

7=pinch cock for adjusting the initial position of the piston and
hence the expansion ratio,

K= battery providing the electric field to remove stray ions just
before a fresh expansion.
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inherent flaws:

1.

The most notable disadvantage was its relatively inefficient

use of time and material.

Many photographs had to be taken to obtain

one that showed tracks. Approximately a minute was necessary
between successive photographs to allow the internal temperature to
regain equilibrium.

Thus the chanber was actually in use for not

more than one second of each minute.

2.

The chamber, due to liquid seals, could be operated only

in a vertical position.

3.

The use of a reciprocating piston as one wall of the

expansion chamber introduces small leaks in the chamber which cannot

be eliminated.

This makes it impossible to maintain constancy of

expansion ratios over a period of a few days.
4.

The expansion ratios required to produce cloud tracks

with water vapor are higher than with mixtures of certain organic
substances such as the alcohols.

These larger expansion ratios

necessitate a greater momentum absorption at the end of the expansion
stroke and cause greater turbulence within the chamber.

Employment

of monatomic gases, like argon and helium, permits reduced expansion
ratios.

The various disadvantages of Wilson's model were gradually

eliminated one by one.

In 1921, Shimizu built a chamber whose piston

was operated by a cam (10, p.426).

This improvement increased the

amount of useful time for the chamber, although in his design it
replaced the rapid expansion rate of the original with a slower
expansion, producing more diffuse tracks.
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Six years later, Blackett further modified the Shimizu design
by substituting a triggered spring expansion movement of the piston,

using a cam to return it to its original position (4, p.240).

This

improvement permitted formation of sharp cloud tracks without

interfering with the adaptability of the chamber to automatic
operation.

In 1933* C. T. R. Wilson improved noticeably his original
design.

He replaced the piston by a flexible diaphragm which, when

air pressure was removed from behind it, caused rapid expansion in
the chamber.

The non-uniform expansion of the diaphragm caused

strong convection currents, which were reduced by introducing between
the latter and the expansion chamber proper a fine mesh screen

covered with black velvet on the side away from the diaphragm (14,
p.89).

He thus produced in one model a cloud chamber which could

be used in a horizontal or any other attitude, and one which had a

relatively small amount of track distortion due to convection
currents.

The basic diagram of this modified chamber is the same

as that later employed by Blackett for use with Geiger counters, and

is illustrated in connection with the latter (Figure 4).

The Geiger

tubes (not shown) are located above and below the chamber in such a
way that particles passing through both tubes must also pass through
the chamber.

In the same year that Wilson substituted the flexible diaphragm

and added the wire gauze screen, an American group (Dahl, Hafstead,

and Tuve)(4, p.373-378) developed the design which served for the
original chamber in the department and which is being modified in this

7

thesis project.

A deep, flexible bronze bellows served as the rear

portion of their expansion chamber.

This permitted the vapor and gas

contents of the chamber to be effectively sealed, and thus allowed
thousands of expansions without any change in the conditions within
the chamber.

In 1935, C. T. R. Wilson and J. G. Wilson designed a radially
expanding cloud chamber, a modification of which is illustrated in

Figure 2 (15, p.523-533).

They also sought to circumvent the

diffusion of the cloud tracks due to the weight of the individual
droplets by dropping the chamber and camera while the chamber was

expanding.

This trick has so far proved more interesting than

useful.

Several workers have sought to produce a continuously active

cloud chamber in order to reduce the loss of time already mentioned.
One of these is illustrated in Figure 3 and is worthy of consideration

as a possible lecture demonstration apparatus.

It still has,

however, two disadvantages:

1.

Swirling, or convection, caused by the heat of condensation

(when a track is produced)

2.

A continual rain due to diffusion of old tracks (12, p.410).

In expansion chambers of this type continuous supersaturation results

from the continuous diffusion of the vapors of two adjacent liquids.
Numerous specific modifications have produced cloud chambers

for portable use, for demonstration or projection, and for placement
between poles of large electromagnets.

To overcome difficulties due to the different ranges of the
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ionizing particles that are being observed, the pressure of the air
or other gas may be altered.

Cloud chambers having low pressures

for normal operation have been useful in studying particles of

relatively short ranges in air at atmospheric pressure.

Conversely,

chambers have been built to operate at pressures in the neighborhood
of 100 atmospheres for use in cosmic ray studies, where impacts of
the high-speed particles with gas molecules are desired.

The types of chambers which have been evolved are of two types

as to their operation.

The one developed by Blackett in 1927-29,

previously discussed, is typical of the random-operated slow

chambers, which lend themselves to automatic operation.

In the

second type, first employed by Blackett and Occhialini in Britain,

and Anderson in the United States, in 1933 (4, p.242), operation is
by means of electronic devices.

The latter type, illustrated in

Figure 4* has been most useful in cosmic ray studies dealing with
particles of high penetrations.

These are able to pass through the

tubes of two or more Geiger counters located on opposite sides of

the chamber and connected to operate the counter (hence the chamber)
only when a particle passes through both tubes and the chamber.

As

this method involves triggering by the ionizing particle itself,
the number of satisfactory photographs resulting from a certain

number of expansions is very high (~-'80$) as compared with the
acceptable photographs resulting when random-operated chambers are
used.

The fact that charged particles passing through a magnetic
field at right angles to the direction of the field will be caused to

11

Figure 4. The diagram shows a vertical section of the cloud
chamber through the axis of the cylinder.
Ci—section of the glass cylinder taken from the sides.

Gi—thick glass plate covering Gu through which the picture is taken.
A'i, R», Rt— rubber gaskets for making the chamber air tight.
R—rubber diaphragm whose motion produces compression and expansion.
W—wire netting in front of R to reduce turbulence inside chamber.

T—a piece of black velvet soaked with alcohol water mixture to produce
a perfectly dark background and also to reduce turbulence.

/'—brass plate serving as piston and fixed on annular rubber cloth.
Mi—rod screwed on to P

which slides inside the brass tube E when the

piston works.
N—stop fixed rigidly with the brass tube K which limits the maximum

forward motion of the screw head C on the compression stroke.

E—brass tube with screws on the outer surface which may be moved
towards or away from P by screwing it in or out of tube F. The
position of E thus controls the expansion ratio.

O:—inlet for air into the back chamber. This is permanently connected
with the compressor unit through a regulative valve V2 shown in the
following figure.
0\—outlet for air from the back chamber. This is closed when valve is in

its most forward position.

Vi—valve controlling escape of air. When Vi is pushed back, air escapes
through 0\ and 0s.

Oi—inlet for alcohol-water mixture. This is closed during the operation of
the chamber.

Oi—inlet for gas into the front chamber. This also remains closed after
gas mixture has been introduced.

Oo—a hole in brass piece bz which connects the space between the rubber
diaphragm and the piston with atmospheric air. This facilitates
quick forward and backward motion of the piston.
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pursue a circular, or spiral, path has led to the use of cloud
chambers in conjunction with strong electromagnets.

The direction

and amount of curvature a particle makes in passing through a known
field enables the determination of such properties as the momentum
and charge of the particle.

Although this thesis is not directly concerned with all possible
measurements that may be made with cloud chambers, a list of the

common measurements may be of value (4> p,256-266):
1,

Specific ionization of charged particles

2,

Momentum and rate of change of momentum of a particle

3,

Range of a particle (and, indirectly, its energy)

4,

The mass of the particle

(a)

By measuring specific ionization and magnetic
curvature

(b)

By measuring specific ionization and range

(c)

By measuring magnetic curvature and range

(d)

By measuring rate of change of curvature

(e)

By measuring tracks of particles that have
undergone elastic collision

The cloud chamber has been applied to studies of:
1.

Alpha-rays

2.

Beta-rays

3.

X-rays and gamma-rays

4.

Neutrons

5.

Artificial disintegrations

13
6.

Fission of uranium

7.

Cosmic rays

Such important discoveries as those of the positron and the
mesotron have resulted from the convincing evidence of cloud chamber

photographs.

As laboratory tools for the physicist, the expansion

chambers resulting from filson's initial model have become common

place and important.

At present, chambers are widely used in

gathering information which is gradually revealing the natures of
the fundamental particles of matter.

SOLE FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
REGARDING CLOUD FORMATION

It has been pointed out that clouds or fog result from the
formation of numerous droplets of a liquid, by the condensation

upon minute nuclei of the vapor in the presence of a gas.

One may

well ask as to the explanation of the expansion ratios found by
Wilson when producing condensation on ions.

TJhether an embryonic droplet will grow to a visible size, or
evaporate, is dependent upon:

1.

Supersaturation (the ratio of the saturation vapor density
after expansion but before condensation to the vapor

density after condensation has occurred and an equilibrium
condition has been reached)
2.

Radius of the drop

3.

Molecular weight of vapor

4.

Temperature
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5.

Density of the liquid

6.

Surface tension of the liquid

7.

Electric charge on the droplet

8.

Several less important factors including:

(a)

Presence of an electric field

(b)

Pressure upon the liquid

(c)

Presence of absorbed gases in the liquid

(d)

Presence of dissolved salts in the liquid

The amount of supersaturation existing in a cloud chamber
upon expansion is affected by:

1.

Nature of the gas and vapor present

2.

Pressure of the gas

3.

Amount of expansion

4.

Temperature

For a given set of conditions, the supersaturation, S,
determines the expansion ratio required.

As an example, consider

water vapor in air at atmospheric pressure and 20°C.

The

corresponding values of S for different expansion ratios may be

listed as follows (4, p.230):

Expansion Ratio
Mixture

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

1.20

1.25

1.30

1.35

1.40

Air & water

1.00

1,28

1.78

2.36

2.96

4.00

5.52

7.16

9.14

Air & alcohol

1.00

1.29

1.62

1.84

2.55

3.25

4.15

5.32

6.94
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The ratio between supersaturation and the amount of expansion

produced in the cloud chamber will now be considered.
Assume a mass of vapor M,, with gram molecular weight M, in

volume V-, with s.v.p. of R,, and absolute temperature 6,.

Using R,

the gas constant, the equation of state is:

p^ = (ttLAi)Re1.

(1)

This may also be written:

¥1 = Pivil!//Rei'
t

After expansion occurs where G~ is the new value to which the

temperature has fallen, V_ is the new volume resulting from expansion,
and y is the ratio of specific heat (pressure constant) to specific

heat (volume constant) for the mixture of gas and vapor found in
the chamber, the temperature relations for adiabatic processes
result in:
v-1

V92 =(W

*

(2)

or,

61 "62 <VV* *
After the expansion but before condensation has occurred, by Equation
(1):

P2V2 = (VM)Re2 >
or,

TL = p'v0M/R9*
,
'2 2

(3)

i

where P0 is the new pressure immediately after the expansion. The
state of the gas is evidently unstable as it cannot, at its reduced
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temperature, hold the initial amount of vapor, so that condensation
will have to occur until a new equilibrium condition is reached.

The

new mass of vapor (from Equation (1) can be represented by:

m, = P2v2M/Re2,

(4)

where SL and 6„ are the equilibrium mass and temperature of vapor
present.

The mass of vapor present before equilibrium but after the
expansion gives the vapor density:

/y-.VV

(5)

After equilibrium, the vapor density:

^2 " W

(6)

The supersaturation is defined as:

S=^>2.

(7)

Thus,

b - W^JT2 ~ t 2 " P2v2N/fce2
- P1v1e2/P2v2e1.

(8)

However, if the expression for S is derived from Equation (3) instead
of Equation (1) there results:

s=m^Ai, = P2e2/P2e2 .

(9)
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Neglecting the small difference between these two temperatures:

e2 = e2.

(10)

S=W^Wl*

W

From Equation (8):

or,

s = (P1v1/P2v2)(e2/e1),
so that use of Equation (2) gives:

S=(P^/P^) [1/(V2/V1)]

V-l

=(P1/P2)(VV2)V#

(12)

(U)

Thus, if e be the increase in volume during the expansion, divided
by the initial volume:

fe = (v2- v1)/v1.

(15)

S = (P1/P2)(l/(1 +e)f.

(16)

Then,

This gives the relation between the supersaturation, S, and
the expansion ratio, (1 + fe).

Inasmuch as y is the ratio of

specific heats for the mixture in the chamber, an illustration is
given of the method of obtaining Y for the mixture of gas and vapor
present.

From the first law of thermodynamics:

dQ = dU + dWj

(17)
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where, for an ideal gas, Q is the heat supplied in any process, U
is the internal energy, and W is the mechanical work performed

(9, p.406-415).
For the case of a small adiabatic expansion, the conditions
are:

dQ = 0,

dU = nC d©, (from definition of molal specific heat)
and,
an - pdv.

Equation (17) becomes:

nC d6 = - pdV.

(18)

v

The work done by the gas in expanding from V-j to V~ is:

W = I pdV,

(19)

Vl
or,

,

92
W = \ - nC„d0.

=J-nC do.

(20)

h
The pressure and volume are related in an adiabatic expansion
by:

PVV = constant = C.

(21)

Thus, in Equation (19):

v2

W=1 pdV =C
Vl

v2

dV/vv
Vl

(22)
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(GJV,1*y- C,711"y).
11

(23)

~ 1 -V v 2V2

But C^ =p-jV-j*, and C2 =P2V2V ,so,

¥=i4y(P2V2-PlV-

(24)

For one mole of gas, since PV = R6:

¥=rfy(e2" ei)#

(25)

The total work done by an expanding mixture of gas and vapor

(or vapors):

rW-e.) p R(e'-ex) P, R(9j- e)P ,

-,

O

If this is combined with the general expression for -vrork done by an
expanding gas, there results:

i

r i

Ek.i

!sL. _a

V

•)

(27)

The symbols used in Equations (26) and (27) have the following
meanings:

P = sum of the vapor and gas pressures

p

= partial pressure of the gas

P . P .. = partial oressure of the individual vapors present
v', v"

v . -• = ratios of specific heats for gas and for vapor respectively.
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The importance of the foregoing relations may be illustrated
by the following:
Problem:

where,

Find V and S for a mixture of argon gas and water vapor,

en = 2o°c, ?1

= 1. 75

1 + fe = 1.25,

and

cm of Hg, P = 1.5 atmospheres,

VH 0 = U39*

*A = 1,66e'

valr = 1.403.
Method of solution:
A.

Determine y

•

•

1

1

1 "

y-

SB

pe,

v- l

1

p T y - l

1

Pv
P

,114 - 1.75,

1.668 - lv

114

=

1.475 + 0.005

=

1.480

1

=

1/1.480

y

=

1.67.

Then,
y-

B,,

Determine 0?

•

•

t

Assume

= ©„, so that:

V

y-1

1

V62 " <VV
or,

=ei/62

92

= (273 + 20)(1/1.25)1,67"1
= 252.3 °K

1

: 1,75,

; + 1.30 - V 114'
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©2 = - 20.7 °C
C. Determine P2 from tables giving the relation between vapor
pressure and temperature:

P = 0.077 cm of Hg (at ©2 = - 20.7 °C).
D.

Determine S:

S=P1/P2(l/1 +e-)V
=1.75/0.077 (1/1.25)1*67
b (22.7)(0.6905)
= 15.6.

The supersaturation, S = /^/^ =Pr/P.. ^ch results
from an expansion ratio, (1 + £): 1 of 1.25, and the additional
given conditions is thus 15.6, obtained as shown.

It may be interesting to point out that if all the conditions
cited are used in a similar example involving a mixture of air and

water vapor, the following resxilts are obtained:
V

= 1.41

e2 = - 5.1 °c
P = 0.297 cm of Hg, at - 5.1 °C
and S = 4.3*

The effect of using argon in place of air is thus surprisingly
noticeable in terms of the resulting supersaturations.

As a further illustration consider two different vapors, that
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of alcohol and water mixed with air.

Let the initial conditions be:

P = 76 cm of Hg

9-j^ = 25°C
1 + €.= 1.2

V . =1.4
air

VH20 a1.3

VC2H5OH =]-13For the air and water vapor, P_ =2.38, and
v

= 1.396

©2 = + 4.5°C
P2 =0.632 cm of Hg, at 4.5°C
and S = 2.86.

For the air and ethyl alcohol, P_ = 5.9, and
y

= 1.345

©2 = + 7°C
P2 =1.98 cm of Hg, at 7°C
and S = 2.33.

The resulting supersaturations are seen to be nearly alike

even though the saturation vapor pressures of the two vapors differ

considerably.

The variations tend to offset each other.

So far this discussion has attempted to relate expansion ratios

to their resulting supersaturations.

An instructive corollary is

the relation between supersaturation and the radius of the drop
resulting from the condensation.
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In 1870 Lord Kelvin showed that:

^n pr/pee sZm/RSp,
where T = surface tension, M = gram molecular weight of vapor, R is
the gas constant, 9 = absolute temperature,

/> = density of the liquid

in the drop, and r is its radius.
The expression for supersaturation becomes:

S = p /Poe = exp.(2TM/R9/>r).

(28)

Thus, for the case of water vapor at 18°C, having a surface tension

of 76 dynes/cm:

Pr/P,c =exp.(2)(76)(18)/(8.3)(107)(291)(l)(r)
(1.13 x 10"7)/r.
If this be rewritten in the form:

in S b k/r,
it is evident that larger values of S accompany smaller values of r.
The radii of "dust particles" lying between 10

-L

and 10

-6

cm

are large enough to permit condensation (droplet formation upon

the particles as nuclei) for relatively small supersaturations

(correspondingly small expansion ratios).
In the foregoing discussion, the droplets were supposed to be

uncharged,

^hen each bears a charge, Equation (28) must be modified

as first shown by J. J. Thomson in 1888.

This modification, derived

in the appendix, is:

in p /p.= (M/R6/J)(2T/r -e2/8r(krA),

(29)

where e is the charge on each drop and k is the dielectric constant
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of the surrounding medium (k = 1 for air).

The terms 2T/r and

e /Snkr4 are the pressures due to surface tension and to the electric
field respectively.

The potential energies corresponding to these

pressures are:

L^ =4W2T,
and,

U2 =|(e2/kr).
It is apparent that one of these expressions becomes larger and the
other smaller as the radius of the drop diminishes.
The factor that determines whether or not a droplet will grow

to visible size is the ratio: rate of condensation/rate of evapor
ation,

When this ratio has a value of one or greater, the droplet

is able to grow and is stable.

If the air in the cloud chamber is just saturated with water

vapor (p /p^ = 1) and if the critical radius c is defined as the
smallest radius that a charged particle may have and still be the

nucleus of a stable drop:

in 1 = 0 = (M/R6/3) (2T/r -e2/8ffkr/+)
e2 = 16 TrtcTr3

r =c= (e2/l6nkT)1//3.
As an example, the critical radius of a condensation nucleus

having one electronic charge (4.8 x 10

e.s.u.) when in an

atmosphere of water vapor at 18°C (T = 76 dynes/cm) is:

r x10 ±u)
in 2/16tt(1)(76)J1 ^
c= [(4.8
—8

= 3.9 x 10

cm.
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This is of the magnitude of a molecule, indicating that molecules of

the gases in the air may perhaps serve as condensation nuclei.
It will be remembered that for stable, uncharged drops,

decreasing r necessitates a rapidly increasing supersaturation.
When the drop is negatively charged, however, the supersaturation
required for stability reaches a maximum and then becomes less as
r is further decreased.

For singly-charged drops, this maximum

occurs when S = 4.1 and r = 6.5 x 10

cm.

As this value of r is

of the order of magnitude of ionized particles, and as the super-

saturation corresponds to an expansion ratio of 1.25 (for water
vapor and air), it not only explains why Wilson found condensation
at this expansion ratio, but indicates that negatively charged
ions serve as condensation nuclei.

It will also be remembered that Wilson found uniform fogs

produced with expansion ratios of 1.37 and greater.

It is

interesting to note that Thomson (4, p.232-234) developed a theory
explaining that the nuclei under these conditions are momentarily
formed embryonic droplets which grow to a certain size before they

can evaporate.

This accounts for the increased fog density observed

with increasing expansion ratios, since the numbers of such

embryonic droplets formed will be larger with larger supersaturations.

The value for S, which corresponds to 1 + £ = 1.37, for water vapor,
is approximately 8.

Further study has shown that positively charged ions require a

minimum 1 + £ = 1.31.

For most other vapors (in air), however, the

positive ions produce condensation at lower expansion ratios than
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do negative ions.

Another factor affecting the determination of proper expansion

ratios is the effect different mixtures of liquids have upon super-

saturation.

Beck (1, p.604) has indicated the relation between

various alcohol and water mixtures and the optimum expansion ratios

for "best tracks."
Figure 5.

These are shown by his curves reproduced in

He found that best results were obtained for 50 percent

ethyl or n-propyl alcohol mixed with 25 percent water and 25 percent

acetone (the acetone has the effect of reducing background fog), and
an expansion ratio of 1.112 (in air).
Further considerations involving the practical aspects of ion
track formation are the expansion time of the chamber and the time
during which it is sensitive.

The expansion time may vary from

0.01 to 0.25 second, with the shorter period producing the sharper

tracks.

The increase in sharpness is due to reduction of diffusion,

free fall, and convection of drops in a brief time interval.
The sensitive time of the chamber depends upon the geometry
of the chamber, the smoothness of its expansion, and the amount of
vibration produced when the expansion is stopped.

The actual time

varies from a fraction of a second to as much as two seconds.

Ions

formed just prior to the expansion will produce broad tracks, while
those formed during the expansion will be seen as very thin, tracks.
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ILLUMINATION AND PHOTOGRAPH!

The cloud chamber has been most useful when combined with a

camera for permanently recording the tracks which form for only a
fleeting moment.

Occasionally very good tracks, observed visually, have not

been recorded by the camera.

The general reasons for this may be:

1.

Improper illumination

2.

Wong adjustment of magnification

3.

Too small a depth of focus of the camera lens (4, p.246).

The illumination of the film may be shown to be:

E = Ttt x/2m2du,
when,
I is the intensity of the incident beam,
A is the wave length of light used

m is the ratio (image distance/object distance)
du is the depth of focus.

The proper magnification to use depends upon the illumination

and upon the depth of field desired.

By using small values of m,

the illumination and/or the depth of field will be increased.

However, the minimum useful value of m is that producing the
narrowest lines resolved by the type of emulsion used on the film.
The width of such lines on the film is of the order of 20 microns,

for fast film, (4, p.247).
The depth of focus used should enable tracks to be in focus

throughout the depth of the chamber.

Too small a value for du, then,
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may account for visible tracks that do not appear on the film.

The critical aperture, A , is that which produces the

minimum width of track images and is given by:
1

A = (1 + l/m)(2 A/du)2.
A is the reciprocal of the f-number for optimum conditions.

Thus,

if Aq is found to be 1/13.9, the proper aperture of the camera will
be f:13.9 for best definition of the tracks (4, p.247).
The lamps used to illuminate the cloud are usually:

1.

Mercury vapor lamps (employing high voltage spark coils)

2.

Projection lamps (^ 1000 watts), when flashed at double
voltage

3.

Several incandescent lamps (^-> 100 watts), when flashed at
double voltage

4.

Photoflash lamps of the magnesium filament type requiring a
few volts to ignite

5.

Mercury vapor or other gas tube flashed by high voltage
condenser discharge.

All of these lamps may be operated automatically when the
camera shutter is open.

The first three types listed are often

kept in operation at reduced voltages, maintained by a series
resistance, until the momentary flash is desired.

In most cases cloud chamber photographs are taken on 35 mm
film.

The use of cloud chambers with large magnets necessitates

placing the camera either within one of the poles of the magnet
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(as the poles and magnetic field are aligned with the axis of the

chamber), or perpendicular to the axis of the chamber, receiving
light for the image by reflection from a mirror surface placed at

an angle of 45 degrees to the window of the chamber, as shown in
Figure 7a.

Photographs of tracks are of greater use when determinations

of the precise path of the particle ere possible.

When the particle

nioves in a plane parallel to the film its path length and direction

are obtained directly.

When it moves at an angle to the film, the

component of its path that lies in the plane of the film will be
reproduced so that distances are foreshortened and direction is

given only in azimuth.

As a film lies in a plane,' it is obvious that

a particle will remain in focus only when its path lies in a plane
parallel to the film.

The advantages of stereoscopic cameras are at once evident.
A rather interesting system of this type was developed in 1930

(2, p.663-665).
in Figure 7b.

In this system, two cameras are placed as shown
The film, in each case, lies along lines forming an

isosceles triangle having the same base as the isosceles triangle

formed by the normals to the axes of the two lenses and a normal to
the axis of the chamber.

By this device the films are equally,

but oppositely, tilted to the axes of their respective lenses.
When the photographs have been taken, the two negatives are

replaced in their original positions in the cameras and projected

back upon a small, moveable, translucent screen which is rotated
and translated until the images coincide.

By replacing the screen
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by a film, the track may be photographed in its original length;
its direction can be measured while the screen is in position.
Without adequate equipment to permit the taking of stereo-

photographs, the nature of cloud tracks, cosmic ray bursts and

showers, and other interesting phenomena may be studied, though
less effectively by photographs from a single camera.

The

distortions which result in the tracks as they appear in the

photographs are (4, p.251):
1,

Lens distortions

2,

Distortions caused by the glass window

3,

Chamber distortions caused by convection currents and the
effect of gravity on the individual drops.

It is found that lens distortions usually increase with
aperture.

To overcome the combined distortions of lens and glass

window of the chamber, the lens should be designed for use with a
particular window plate.
The chamber distortions result from the differences in

temperature of the gas and the walls of the chamber after the

expansion.

The chamber walls remain at an essentially constant

temperature, but the gas within is cooled by the expansion.

The

boundary layer of gas is immediately warmed and rises as the cooler

central mass of gas falls.

The forces causing this motion increase

with the cube of the time.

Additional local variations in

temperature result throughout the chamber as condensation occurs on
the available nuclei.
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The falling of the individual drops imposes the condition that

the tracks must be photographed within one-quarter second following
the expansion (4, p.252),

From the practical point of view, the problems involved in

illumination and photography of cloud chamber tracks are only
approximately solvable.

The equipment available determines the

precision of the photographs.

DESIGN OF THE SYLPHON-TIPE CLOUD CHAMBER
FOR AUTOMATIC APPLICATION

It has been previously mentioned that a cloud chamber in the

department will prove instructive to students of modern physics.
The initial plan to devise a cloud chamber from raw materials was

changed to permit use of a few parts from the sylphon-type chamber
which has been in the department.

This cloud chamber is of the

type devised by Dahl, Hafstad, and Tuve in 1933 (3, p.373-378).
The local cloud chamber did not lend itself to automatic

operation.

Consequently, it was determined to redesign the

apparatus so that its operation might be electrically controlled.

Further, the presence of a Geiger counter in the department, which
could be used to operate two Geiger tubes in coincidence, ma.de it
seem advisable to adapt the new chamber to permit its being operated

by pulses from the counter. With this proposed arrangement, it
was hoped to obtain photographs of tracks left by cosmic rays
traversing the cloud chamber (passing through two counter tubes
arranged for coincidence counting, in the process).
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The old chamber was dismantled and such parts as the overall
framework were utilized in the new design.

The actual parts used

included the' front and rear brass plates with their connecting bars,
the lead block which is supported within the framework to absorb

the impact of the expanding sylphon, the cylindrical glass wall of

the chamber proper, and. the wooden base.

The sylphons, commercially

obtained, were still usable but in need of some modification for the
new design.

The proposed chamber is diagrammed in Figure 6 and its
operating principle is illustrated in Figure 8b.
The desired characteristics of the chamber were to include:

1.

Electrical control of compressed air release

2.

Easy adjustment of expansion ratio

3.

Adjustment of expanding-spring tension

4.

An ion sweep-field

5.

Easy removal of the cloud chamber proper

6.

Facilities for inserting radioactive materials into the
chamber without removal of latter.

Additional features which were deemed desirable are:

1,

Relay operation of expansion release, permitting Geiger
counter control

2,

Automatic removal of ion sweep-field during (and just
following) expansion

3.

Automatic flashing of light, following expansion

4.

Automatic operation of camera to record tracks (if any)
during period of illumination.
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In the cloud chamber design, these conditions have been met
satisfactorily.

ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION

The work was begun in August 1947, with the construction of
a solenoid and valve to maintain a seat on the rear sylphon to permit

expanding it with compressed air.

The solenoid was devised, from

the field electromagnet of an old, 12-inch loud speaker.

The coil,

its core, and yoke were removed from the speaker framework and
tested.

It was found that the coil heated only a few degrees after

several hours use with 110 volts direct current.

At the same time,

a small iron armature was placed over the small air gap (formerly

housing the voice coil of the speaker) which separates the yoke and
core of the electromagnet.

It was found to be capable of resisting

a straight pull of approximately 100 pounds force.
The coil was quite desirable as a solenoid, since the

expected force of the valve was about 35-50 pounds.

To complete

the solenoid, the core was drilled along its axis to allow the brass
valve stem to slide snugly within it.
The valve was turned from brass rod with a brass disk silver

soldered to one end to form the head.

The seating face of this

valve is the edge away from the stem.

The opposite end. of the stem

was threaded to permit locking and adjusting a soft iron armature,
which was made button-shaped and tapped to fit the threads on the
stem of the valve.

After the valve stem was placed in the core,

the armature was attached and provided with a small set-screw to
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fasten it when in proper adjustment.

Its flat, inner face was ground

to fit closely the core and yoke surfaces it was meant to cover.

To place the valve "seat" in its proper position, the yoke of
the solenoid was attached to an iron plate on the end facing the
valve head.

This plate was attached, to a similar aluminum plate

(having an opening in its center for the valve head) with long,
adjustable bolts.

The valve was adjusted to seat against a neoprene disk,

slightly larger than the former, with a large aperture in its center.
The "open area" type seal, which results when air pressure within
the enclosure bounded by the neoprene disk and valve keeps the

disk pressed firmly against the latter, is desirable in that an

effective seal is formed and inelastic (and noiseless) impact
results when the valve is returned to its seat after being opened

(6, p.321-322).
The entire assembly of solenoid, valve, and valve-seat was
attached to the rear brass plate of the main framework in such a

way that the valve-seat covered the opening to the rear of the
rear sylphon as shown in Figure 6.

To impose a damping effect on

the vibrations restating from rapid air efflux from this opening

when the valve is opened, a double layer of brass wire mesh (27
gauge wire, 6 per cm) was placed in this aperture in the brass plate.
The solenoid and valve were adjusted to permit the valve to

be held closing the aperture to the rear sylphon when the current

was applied and released (blown open by the air pressure within
the sylphon) when the current flow was halted.

To aid in returning
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the valve to the nearby closed position after opening, a weak coil

spring was placed between the valve head and the plate attached to
the end of the solenoid.

This was deemed necessary since the

solenoid would be used in a horizontal position and the magnetic

field of the solenoid drops off very rapidly with distance of the

armature from the yoke.

A photograph of the assembly is reproduced

in Figure lib.
"With the valve assembly satisfactorily completed, the next
construction involved the modification of the sylphons and the rod

connecting them.

The rear sylphon, first, was felt to contain

much more volume than necessary.

To fill the space not needed by

the compressed air to expand this sylphon, a thin copper can was
found which would fit nicely within the bellows, allowing about

one-eighth inch clearance all around.

It was cut to the inner

length of the sylphon, when compressed, and soldered in place
against the latter's disk-end.

Thus, a dead-air space was provided

with very little addition of mass to the rear sylphon.

Most of the

remaining space in the sjrlphon is exhaustible upon compression of
the latter.

The connecting rod between the two sylphons was made of onehalf inch brass rod and threaded on the lathe for the greater portion

of its length, as indicated in the illustration of the complete
chamber.

The disk-end of the rear sylphon was drilled and tapped

to fit.

The brass disks (tapped for the connecting rod) were made to

serve as adjustments for (a)

the amount of expansion, and (b) the
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desired spring tension.

They were made in pairs to serve as lock-

nuts for each other and were knurled on their peripheries to make

hand adjustments possible.

The pair placed ahead of the rear sylphon

serve as one stop for the spiral spring which prodiices the expansion

upon release of the compressed air in the sylphon.

The forward end

of the spring is butted against the rear face of the lead block

(with a hard rubber collar placed between).

On the front face of the

lead block, the other pair of brass disks make impact. Marring of
the block, itself, is prevented by a replaceable plate of sheet lead
which makes immediate contact with the disks.

The forward end of the connecting rod was turned to three-

eighths inch to produce a shoulder against -which the back of the
forward sylphon could be butted.

This end was threaded for a nut

to be placed within the sylphon.

The front sylphon was fitted with an aluminum can to enclose a

large dead-air volume.

In this case, the can could not be attached

permanently or it would prevent adjustment of the connecting rod.

It was, therefore, held, in place (against a neoprene washer) with
three screws reaching from the outer end of the can to tapped

holes in the end of the sylphon.

The effective volume of the front

sylphon is appreciably reduced by this filler.

A third major construction pertained to the adaptation of the

glass chamber, proper, to the front brass frame-plate, opposite
the forward sylphon.

A brass ring was turned on the lathe to conform

with the inner dimensions of the chamber and allow for 1/4—20 screws
as external elements of the glass cylinder to be anchored in it.
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A similar, but smaller ring was fashioned, to bear against a circular
glass cover plate and provide tabs through which the heads of the
four, clamping screws might be placed.

A wj.ndow was obtained, cut to circular form, of automobile

safety glass.

The window and glass cylinder were clamped together

between the two metal rings, with neoprene washers between the
window and cylinder and the cylinder and rear ring.

A clearing field electrode was made in the form of a small
bronze hoop which was fitted within the glass cylinder near the
window.

The hoop was kept from contact with any glass surfaces by

means of a thin neoprene ring between it and the cylinder, and the

neoprene washer separating window and cylinder.

A fine tungsten

wire vras attached to the hoop and led outside the chamber through

the adjacent washer.

A small insulated bayonet-type connector

was attached to the front brass ring and connected with the tungsten,
wire to the hoop.

The other clearing electrode was designed to fill several needs.
It consists of a brass vd-re gauze in the form of a disk which fits

nicely into the recessed aperture between the front chamber and
sylphon.

It is maintained at ground potential with the frame of the

entire apparatus.

This disk of gauze is covered with a similar

disk of black velvet to provide a black background to the chamber.
The combination of v/ire mesh and cloth produces a damping effect on

the surging of air and vapor during expansion and thus reduces the
turbulence that would result.

The chamber proper is held in place by four easily removable
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brass clamps.

These clamps consist of small bars of brass which

have a cap screw through their center which draws them tight against
the brass frame plate on one end and the rear ring of the chamber

assembly on the other.

Neoprene washers between the two main elements

concerned provide an airtight seal.

The front of the chamber and

its parts are shown in Figure 11a.
Two additions Were made to the front assembly in the hope that

they would serve as useful improvements in the design.

One was the

construction of a pair of small needle valves, with tubes surrounding

them, which were inserted in the rear brass ring on either side of
the chamber.

These were designed for use in introducing liquids

or gases into the chamber without removing it, or for attaching
manometers for pressure determinations within the chamber.
The second addition involved drilling a hole in the wall of

the glass cylinder and attaching a small unit permitting introduction
of radioactive material into the chamber without removing the latter.

The unit consisted of a small glass tube about one-half inch, in

length and topped with a brass nut through which a screw could be
turned until its end was flush with the inner surface of the

cylinder.

The screw was drilled axially to permit samples in the

form of fine wire (with radioactive salt deposited on inner end)
to be placed in the chamber.
wall with "Sealstick" wax.

The unit was attached to the chamber
Jlhen the front chamber unit is fastened

in place, the needle valves protrude from the sides of the apparatus,
symmetrically oriented with respect to the vertical axis.

The unit

comprising the radioactive source holder is located beneath the
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chamber and slightly to the left of the center line.

The entire expansion unit, when assembled, was mounted on an
oak base.

As the compression and expansion of the sylphons relies on

compressed air (and its release) it was necessary to devise some
means of positively controlling the air pressure in the rear sylphon.
This vras accomplished by installing a pressure gauge and an adjustable
leak in the line from the compressed air tank to the rear sylphon.

The gauge and leak were placed on a panel which was attached to the
baseboard and held the former above and to the rear of the

expansion apparatus.

The air line connects the meter to the rear

sylphon by means of a coiled, copper tube.

A minimum of panel-

vibration is passed on to the apparatus, and vice versa, by this
flexible connection.

The cloud chamber is illustrated in the

photographs of Figure 12.

During the modification and assembly of the apparatus, the

individual components were carefully polished on a buffing wheel and
lacquered.

The interior of the front sylphon had previously been

blackened with some lampblack and shellac which was believed to
have broken off during the operation of the chamber, providing a

continuous supply of condensation nuclei.

The shellac was carefully

removed with steel wool and the inner surface of the front sylphon
was cleaned with nitric acid followed by soap and water.

To permit taking satisfactory photographs of the front of
the chamber, the metal parts which are visible from the front were
given a coat of dull black paint.
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ELECTRICAL DETAILS

The underlying purpose of this project has been to construct
a cloud chamber which can be operated electrically.

The expansion,

the camera, and the illumination have been so arranged as to operate
automatically as the Geiger counter records passage of ionizing
particles.

The control element of the system is a relay operating on a

current of 50-60 ma.

windings.

The relay used contains a double set of

This permits one coil to utilize the current produced

in the pulse from the Geiger counter amplifier by closing certain

contacts, while the other is used with a resistance capacitance
circuit to keep the relay in operation for a period of approximately

one second, once the contacts have been closed.

The simplified

circuit for keeping the relay closed for short intervals is

illustrated in Figure 8a.

Referring to this circuit, it is seen

that the voltage applied is greatly reduced by resistor so that,

neglecting- the effect of the condenser, the current flow through
the solenoid winding when the contacts are closed is relatively

small, and is, in fact, insufficient to operate the relay.

The

condenser, hovrever, is constantly charged by the applied (110 v.
d-c) potential when the relay contacts are open, itien the contacts

close (a current flows in the other winding of the relay), the
condenser discharges through the winding in its circuit and maintains

an exponentially decreasing oscillatory current flow through this
coil.

The relay remains operative until the discharged current
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falls to a certain minimum value and then the contacts open, per
mitting the condenser to recharge.

During the interval the relay remains operative, the solenoid
controlling the air release valve has no current flowing in its

windings so that expansion takes place.

In the same period of time,

the voltage which has been applied between the clearing electrodes
in the chamber is cut off and the positive electrode is grounded.

The camera shutter is opened during this interval by a solenoid
which is connected to the relay so that it operates only when the

clearing field is off and the chamber expanded.

The wiring diagram

for this sequency of operations is indicated in Figure 9»

When the chamber is to be used visually, a constant source of

illumination (small projection lamp) is convenient.

If desired,

the lamp may be operated only during expansions by letting it
replace the camera solenoid in the diagram.

As this illumination is

inadequate for photographing cloud tracks, a speed-flash unit is
used when pictures are to be taken.

This unit provides a very

intense light for extremely brief intervals of time.

It is operated

by a small contact on the rotary camera shutter which closes when
the shutter flies open.

The circuit for this unit and its camera

connection is shown in Figure 10.
It will be noted that the camera solenoid has a small

resistance in series with it.

The solenoid is of the alternating

current type and draws a little more current than the relay contacts
can stand with direct current applied.

The resistor in series and

the condenser across the relay contacts permit satisfactory direct
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A- HOv- 60cycle

H- 2-24uf-, 1500 v- cond

B- Terminals to Hg-vapor tube
C- Filament transformer

|- l-2uf , 3000 v
"
J- I-0-1 uf-, 3000v- "

D- High voltage (~3000v) transformer K,L-2 shunts of 4-2megohm
E-

~0-5megohm

resistor

resistors each

F- HOv A-C- relay
G-

Variac

or direct

1,2,3-Toggle switches
connection

5- Switch

4- Jack

on

camera

shutter
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(a)
The Fore-Chamber Assembly

iff Bta
(b)
The Expansion Valve Assembly

(Valve is in open position)
Figure 11.
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Top View of the Chamber

Side View of the Chamber

Figure 12.
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Arrangement Used in Obtaining Cloud
Track Photographs
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The Camera, the Speed-Flash Unit and Hg-Vapor
Tube, and the Geiger Counter Amplifier
Figure 13.
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current operation of the solenoid.

The Geiger counter amplifier sends a pulse to the relay
whenever an ionizing particle causes a discharge in the Geiger tube.
As the direction of cosmic radiation which can pass through both

the chamber and a Geiger tube is rather restricted, a second tube
is arranged in parallel with the first to produce coincidence
cotuits.

The tubes are usually placed one above and one below the

chamber and the amplifier sends out a pulse only when a particle

has passed through both tubes (5, p.16).
Control of chamber expansions when the Geiger counter is not

used is provided by the key which is wired across the relay

contacts considered in the simplified circuit (Figure 8a).

OPERATING PROCEDURES

The cloud chamber is prepared for use by following the
procedure outlined below:
Initial preparations

1.

Place chamber in a darkened room on a solid bench

with rubber pads between base and bench to prevent
skidding.

2.

The chamber must be in proximity to:

(a)

Compressed air outlet

(b)

Two 110 v. d-c outlets

(c)

Two 110 v. a-c outlets

Provide projection lantern (110 v. d-c) so that it
illuminates (from the side) as much of the chamber
as possible.

Arrangement used shown in Figure 13a.
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Trials

1.

Connect the chamber relay circuit to the 110 v. d-c
supply.

2. Adjust applied air pressure to 5 lb/in.
3.

Expand, using push-button control, and. observe if
clouds or droplets appear.

4.

If length of expansion stroke is approximately

3/8 inch and neither droplets nor fog is detected,
chamber is probably dry and requires addition of a

* few drops of $0% ethyl alcohol, T.% water, and 25^
acetone (by volume).

The mixture is added by means

of a funnel or atomizer and some rubber tubing
attached to one of the needle valves in the fore-

chamber.

Both valves must be opened during this

operation.
Saturation of the air in the chamber is more

readily accomplished by removing the fore-chamber

(using a 7/l6 inch socket wrench) and adding the
liquid to the velvet background.

The neoprene

gaskets will remain in. place until the fore-chamber
is reclamped in position if the former are covered
with a thin coat of silicone vacuum grease.

5.

Trail expansions 30 seconds apart for about 15
minutes will be found necessary to settle out the
dust in the chamber.
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Visual observation

1.

Cosmic rays

(a)

Turn on Geiger counter amplifier and. let
warm up until indicated voltage is
approximately 1600 v.

(b)

Turn on the two Geiger tubes to be used,
one at a time, determining the rate of

operation of each individually, by
plugging in the counting rate meter in

place of the chamber relay.

The voltage

should be raised or lowered by means of
knobs on the left of the panel until both
tubes count about the same.

(c)

Place the rack holding the tubes so that
the latter lie in the plane of the chamber.

(d) Plug in the relay in place of the counting
rate meter (right-4iand jack on panel).
»

2.

Radioactive source

(a) Remove fore-chamber and place sample on
floor of chamber.

(b) Replace fore-chamber as previously described.
(c)

Make trial expansions to remove dust.

(d)

Adjust expansion stroke with air pressure
and adjusting nut to produce distinct tracks

with background a minimum.

Length of expansion

stroke should be approximately 3/8 inch.
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Photography of tracks

1.

Cosmic rays

(a)

Complete sequence outlined for visual
observation.

(b)

Connect camera to relay.

(c)

Place Hg-vapor tube close to.chamber and
adjust shield to illuminate chamber only.

(d)

Connect flash unit to tube and plug in to
110 v. a-c outlet.

(e)

Focus camera to middle depth of chamber,
using tracing paper in place of film.

(f)

Connect camera shutter switch to flash unit
and turn on latter by means of right-hand

toggle switch.

(g)

Change condensers, using next switch to the
left, about a minute after the unit is
turned on.

(h)

Test operation of apparatus with a few
expansions.

If the flash unit fires when

the expansion occurs, the camera will be
operating correctly.

(i)

Darken room (turn off all lights) and place

spools of 35 nm film (Super XX) in the camera.
Operate plunger once or twice to be certain
film is feeding correctly before closing
camera.
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(j)

Turn on equipment as before, except for
the projection lantern illumination.

Room

should be kept fairly dark to prevent over
exposures while shutter is open.

(k) TiThen sequence of pictures is completed, turn
off all equipment and lights.

The film may

be removed and wrapped in a sheet of black
paper until it can be taken to the dark room

and developed.

(1)

The condensers of the flash unit should be
carefully discharged with the aid of a

shorting loop of wire taped to a stick.
2.

Radioactive source

Procedure is the same as above except that
the Geiger counter is not used but is

replaced by manual operation of expansions
at intervals of about one minute.

Photographs of the camera, Geiger counter, amplifier, and
flash unit and lamp are shown in Figure 13b.
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EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

The cloud chamber has been used as outlined in the preceding
section and its characteristics have been observed.

It was found to produce cloud tracks of cosmic rays, and of
alpha particles from a radioactive source placed in the chamber,
when the described mixture was used and the expansion stroke was of

the order of 3/8 inch.

The length of stroke which produced general,

dense fog was approximately l/2 inch.
about 5 lb/in.

The air pressure required was

and has seemed to be the optimum pressure for the

spring tension used.

The coil spring driving the sylphons ~/as

adjusted to the minimum compression necessary to completely return

the sylphons during the expansion, so that the adjusting nut and

lead plate remained in contact (until air pressure was applied).
Background fog was found to occur at all times but was a
minimum -when heavy tracks were present.

The results obtained from operation of the cloud chamber are

exemplified by the photographs reproduced in Figure 14, 15, 16, and
17.

Cosmic ray tracks are shown in Figure 14.

The tracks appearing in Figure 15 were produced when the Geiger

counters operated the chamber but may be alpha particle tracks

restating from contamination of the chamber by the radioactive

source used, to produce the tracks in Figure 16.

Figure 17 is a third photograph of the alpha, particle tracks
occuring when a deposit of radium ore contained in a watch glass
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was placed in the chamber.

The convection currents in general fog

shown in Figure 17a indicate the appearance of the chamber a short
time after the expansion, or the formation resulting from a second

expansion which occurs too quickly after the one which precedes it.
Several of the photographs indicate that tracks recorded, were
not in focus.

The bubbles that appear in some cases are droplets

of water which have formed on the inner window surface.

These

photographs indicate that the focus of the camera was too near the
front of the chamber.

The condensation of moisture on the window of the chamber may

be prevented by covering the inner surface of the window with a

layer of cellophane (7, p.457).
The cloud chamber that has been constructed and used to

obtain the photographs described above is but one form of cloud

chamber design.

Although it seems large and heavy in comparison to

its relatively .small cloud chamber, the apparatus should, be useful

for instruction in, and demonstration of cloud chamber characteristics.
The combination of Geiger counter and cloud chamber in detecting

cosmic rays and making them visible should provide photographs for
interesting studies b3r physics students.
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(Camera Focused on Forward Portion of Chamber)

Figure 14.

Cosmic Ray Tracks

CO

Tracks Resulting From Contamination of
Chamber by a Sample of Radium Ore

Figure 15.

Alpha Particle Tracks

60

Radium Ore Contained in Watch Glass in Bottom of Chamber

Figure 16.

Tracks From Radium Ore Sample

6]

Diffusion of Tracks Caused by Convection

Tracks From Radium Ore Sample

Figure 17.
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APPENDIX

Derivation of the expression for supersaturation given in

Equation (29):

^n Pr/poo =(M/R©/* )(2T/r -e2/8 ukr4),
is as follows:

Consider the potential energy of a drop of liquid with radius
r and surface tension T,

iff s 4 Tir2T.
If the mass of the liquid be expressed by /a , the rate of chang^
of the potential energy with the mass is:

l£ -- 8ft TrrT
ttrT ^d>A «
6/a

($.2)

The volume of the drop,

v - 4TOT
v -

q

(2.3)

>

and,
dV

/T^2 dr

(2.4)

d^ = 4Trr d^STo obtain an expression containing V, frtsa Equation (2.4)

\3^d/^ :

(2.5)

d/* *

Then,
dr

_r

dV

J2.6)

djw '31 d/*
Since

<taV = - a/a

by definition, where
dV _

dyw

0"= density of the

1

vapor,

(2.7)

" o- *

and Equation (2,6) becomes:
dr _

r

_

d/* = " 3V<r:

3

2

4TTT (T

*

(2.8)
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Substituting in Equation (2.2)

dj> _

8nrT _ 2T ,1>.

(2 .9)

d^~ '4m-2cr=cr (r

The rate of change of the potential energy with respect to the mass,

when surface tension alone is considered, is given by Equation (2J.9).
Considering a sphere located in a medium with permeability k,
where the former has a radius r and carries a charge e, the potential
energy is given by:
2

"

2kr *

(24:10)

Then,

6JJ> _

e

dr

^ ' ' 2kr2 d/ *
From Equation (2.8)

if
d/u

(2lll)
8nkr f<r

Equation (2.11) expresses the rate of change of the potential energy
with mass when an electric charge alone is considered.

Now consider a closed vessel containing some liquid mercur^
an air space, and a capillar;'- tube partially immersed in the liquid,
as in Figure 18.

If we assume the curvature of the meniscus formed

in the capillary to be hemispherical so that 0L= 0°, and if the
pressures exerted on the plane surface and the menisciis be peo ap.d pv

respectively, the force downward is:

Fd = 2TTTT + TTT'-(pr- Po0),

(2..12)

and the force upward is:

F^ mTO- h/>g,

(2 .13)
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where

the density of the liquid

vapor

is

is /a ,

But if the

density of the

<r ,

Vco) = h«-g,

<v

p

or,

h

-

p

(2.14)

•
<r -

When equilibrium exists:
]

d

u*

and,

nr [2T

+ r(p

Vir

,1
2^g Pr-p-»
-P-JJ-Ttr
r„

•

(2.15)

This may be simplified to give:

2T<r .,1%

pr-:V

Strictly speaking, Equation (2.16) would also contain a
i

Assume p = pr~ p ^

term:

, but o-o = 0.

(2.17)

.

The factor that results :in

(2.16)

>-<rd(r}-

a dp is a small change in r.
do «

Therefore,

2T0" Ath

or,

dp =

2T<r dr

~/>-<r
'

r

2 '

(2.18)

Then,
dp = -

(^)#(^)>

(2.19)

dp = -

ri^r)<%<&.

(2.20)

or,

The total value for the energy change, from Equation (2.9) and
(2.11) is:
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dU>

2T

e2

^

<rr

SirkrV

(2.21)

Substituting Equation (2.21) in (2.20):

dp =m_£!_ dr (2T ___e*
P >*-* * ^ 8nkrV

(

}

The equation of state is:

pv =|r e,
and, by definition,

<r = v^
so,

(2.23)

P=iR 9'
Dividing Equation (2.22) by (2.23):

dp_

€"

2

M 1 dr .21

' f-O- R@«~ <T r ^ r

e

8TTkr4

which may be simplified to give:

dp. =_JL dr (2T __j?_ )
m<° r

r

8nkr4

if <r is neglected (as it is very small, compared to f ).
Integrating from <*> to r:

J- P- «*/> JU ? (T 8lTkr4 )dr>

(2'25)

in. p -ii p^ = (M/R9/J )(2T/r - e2/8nkr4),
or,

A Pr/p*.= (M/Re/»)(2T/r - e2/8nkr4).
This is the expression given as Equation (29).

(2.26)

